In this note, we consider the antibandwidth problem, also known as dual bandwidth problem, separation problem and maximum differential coloring problem. Given a labeled graph (i.e., a numbering of the vertices of a graph), the antibandwidth of a node is defined as the minimum absolute difference of its labeling to the labeling of all its adjacent vertices. The goal in the antibandwidth problem is to find a labeling maximizing the antibandwidth. The problem is NP-hard in general graphs and has applications in diverse areas like scheduling, radio frequency assignment, obnoxious facility location and map-coloring.
Introduction and motivation
Graph labeling problems are an important class of problems, which have been studied since the 1960s. In such problems, we are given a graph and we want to find a labeling (i.e., a numbering of its vertices), such that a given objective function is optimized. Problems in this class include the bandwidth problem (Cuthill and McKee, 1969; Caprara and Salazar-González, 2005 ) and variants of it like cyclic bandwidth (Rodriguez-Tello et al, 2015) , the linear arrangement problem (Caprara et al, 2011; Rodriguez-Tello et al, 2008) and the cutwidth problem (Martí et al, 2013) , see also the surveys (Díaz et al, 2002; Gallian, 2009) . In this work, we consider the antibandwidth problem (ABP), also known as dual bandwidth problem (Yixun and JinJiang, 2003) , separation problem (Miller and Pritikin, 1989) and maximum differential coloring problem (Bekos et al, 2014) . The ABP is NP-hard in general graphs and has applications in scheduling (Leung et al, 1984) , radio frequency assignment (Hale, 1980) , obnoxious facility location (Cappanera, 1999) and map-coloring (Gansner et al, 2010) .
Problem definition Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges, and let n = |V | and m = |E| A labeling f of the vertices is a bijection V → {1, . . . , n}, i.e., each vertex i ∈ V gets a unique label f (i) ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For a graph G and a labeling f , the antibandwidth AB f (G) is
is the minimum bandwidth of a vertex i ∈ V (we will also call this antibandwidth of i). Let F(G) denote all labelings of G. The ABP consists of finding a labeling f * that maximizes AB f (G) and the corresponding value AB f * (G) is called antibandwidth AB(G) of the graph, i.e.,
For ease of readability, we write AB f instead of AB f (G) in the following. For later use, for two numbers (labels) a, a , let d(a, a ) = |a − a | and for a set of numbers A, let d(a, A) = min a ∈A |a − a |; for a vertex i ∈ V , let δ(i) denote its degree and ∆ + = max i∈V δ(i), ∆ − = min i∈V δ(i), denote the maximum, resp., minimum degree of a vertex in the considered graph. Figure 1 shows an exemplary instance of the ABP together with an optimal labeling. Previous work In Miller and Pritikin (1989) ; Yixun and JinJiang (2003) various theoretical bounds for general graphs based on graph parameters like size, order, degree, stability number and chromatic number are presented. For certain classes of graphs like Hamming graphs (Dobrev et al, 2013) , hypercubes (Raspaud et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2009 ), complete k-ary trees (Calamoneri et al, 2009 ), caterpillars and spiders (Bekos et al, 2013 (Bekos et al, , 2014 there exist tighter bounds and/or exact algorithms. For general graphs, a variety of (meta-)heuristic approaches exist: Bansal and Srivastava (2011) proposed a memetic algorithm, Duarte et al (2011) develops a generalized randomized adaptive search procedure with path relinking, Lozano et al (2012) presented a variable neighborhood search and Scott and Hu (2014) designed a hill-climbing algorithm. Duarte et al (2011) also introduced a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model for the exact solution of the ABP, see Section 2 for the model.
Contribution and outline While there has been much work on deriving theoretical bounds for the problem and also in the design of metaheuristics, the optimality gaps between the best known solution values and reported upper bounds for the HarwellBoeing Matrix-instances, which are the commonly used benchmark instances for this problem, are often very large (e.g., up to 577%, see Table 1 ). Only for three of the 24 instances, the optimal solution is known. Aside from the upper bounds provided by the MIP of Duarte et al (2011) , the upper bounds reported in literature are based on the theoretical bounds involving simple graph characteristics, i.e., size, order and degree, leading to the conclusion "On the contrary, the CBT, Hamming and HarwellBoeing instances are actually a challenge for modern heuristic methods" in Lozano et al (2012) , which presents a the state-of-the-art heuristic for the problem 1 .
In this note, we present two new MIP formulations for the problem and design a branch-and-cut algorithm and an iterative solution algorithm based on them. The branch-and-cut algorithms include valid inequalities, two starting heuristics and a primal heuristic. We also calculate bounds by using the stability number and chromatic numbers (these calculations are also done using MIPs to solve the associated NP-hard problems). The developed approaches and calculations allow to find the proven optimal solution for eight instances, where the optimal solution was not known, and reduced gaps for eleven additional instances, including seven improved solution values. The results reveal that the heuristics from literature presented for this problem actually work quite well, and the large optimality gaps reported so far are mainly caused by weak upper bounds.
In Section 2 we recall the theoretical bounds known for the problem and also the MIP approach of Duarte et al (2011) , and also discuss calculation of the stability number and chromatic number. In Section 3 we present our new MIP models and also describe further details of our branch-and-cut algorithm and the iterative solution algorithm, including valid inequalities and heuristics. Section 4 contains our constraint programming formulation. Section 5 details the obtained computational results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Upper bounds for the ABP
The following graph theoretic bounds are known.
Theorem 1 (Miller and Pritikin (1989) ; Yixun and JinJiang (2003) ). Let G be a connected graph, α(G) be the stability number of G and χ(G) be the chromatic number of the graph. Then the following holds
Note that in previous work presenting heuristic approaches for the problem, aside from using the bound provided by the MIP in Duarte et al (2011) (see below), only the first two bounds stated in Theorem 1 have been used to assess the quality of the generated heuristic solutions.
To calculate the bounds 3. and 4. in Theorem 1, one needs to calculate the stability number α(G), resp., the chromatic number χ(G), i.e., one needs to solve the NP-hard (maximum) stable set problem (SSP) (also known as independent set problem), resp., (minimum) graph-coloring problem (GCP). Both problems are well-studied in literature and there are many different (exact and heuristic) solution approaches for it, see, e.g., the tutorial (Rebennack et al, 2012) and the surveys (Galinier and Hertz, 2006; Malaguti and Toth, 2010) for more details on these problems. For our purposes to calculate valid bounds for the ABP, we need the exact solution value (or the value of a relaxation). To calculate these values, we used standard MIP-models for both problems: For the SSP (see, e.g., Rebennack et al (2012) ), let binary variable x i = 1, iff vertex i ∈ V is in the stable set. The problem can be formulated as follows.
For the GCP (see, e.g., Zabala (2006, 2008) ), let binary variable x c i = 1, iff vertex i ∈ V gets color c ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} in the solution, and let binary variable w c = 1, iff color c ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} is used in the solution. The problem can be formulated as follows.
To speed-up computation, instead of c ∈ {1, . . . , |V |}, we use c ∈ {1, . . . , |U B(χ(G))|}, where U B(χ(G)) is the value of an upper-bound for χ(G) obtained by a simple greedy heuristic (Leighton, 1979) for the GCP, the heuristic solution inducing this upper bound value is also given as starting solution to the MIP-solver.
Mixed-Integer Programming approach of Duarte et al (2011)
In Duarte et al (2011) , the following MIP-model based on a big-M formulation is presented. Let binary variables x i take the value one if and only if vertex i gets label (i.e., f i = ). The following set of assignment constraints (VERTICES) and (LABELS) make sure that every vertex gets an unique labeling.
Let integer variables l i ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} indicate the labeling of vertex i ∈ V . The x-variables and l-variables can be linked with the following set of constraints
Finally, let binary variables y ii and z ii for {i, i } ∈ E indicate whether i has a smaller label than i ; if it has a smaller label, then y ii = 1, otherwise z ii = 1 (one could get rid of one set of these variables, but we want to follow (Duarte et al, 2011) exactly), and let variable b measure the value of the antibandwidth of the solution. The ABP can than be formulated as follows (denoted as (F lit )).
Constraints (OBJ-1), (OBJ-2), (OBJ-3) model b ≤ |l i − l i |, ∀{i, i } ∈ E in a big-M-constraint style and ensure that b correctly measures the antibandwidth of the solution indicated by the selected l (resp.,
x)-variables: For {i, i } ∈ E, suppose vertex i has a smaller label than i . Hence b can be at most d i − d i . Since the objective functions maximizes, y ii will take the value one and z ii will take the value zero, resulting in b − (l i − l i ) ≤ 2(|V | − 1) for (OBJ-1) and b − (l i − l i ) ≤ 0 for (OBJ-2), which ensures that b ≤ l i − l i . The case for i having a larger label than i works analogously. The resulting model has O(|V | 2 ) variables and O(|E|) constraints.
3 New Mixed-Integer Programming approaches 3.1 New formulation (F ) As a first way to improve formulation (F lit ), one can downlift the coefficients 2(|V | − 1) in (OBJ-1), (OBJ-2) to (|V | − 1) + U B where U B in any valid upper bound to ABP for the considered instance. This follows from the fact, that b ≤ U B and |l i − l i | ≤ |V | − 1 for any valid labeling. However, the problem can also be formulated without such big-M-constraints and variables l, y and z, as shown next (denoted as formulation F ). 
which is exactly as desired, the case for = (i ) works analogously. For = (i), (i ), the constraint (OBJ-N) reads b ≤ d( , (i)) + d( , (i )) = | − (i)| + | − (i )|, and due to the triangle inequality | − (i)| + | − (i )| ≥ | (i) − (i )|, thus the constraint remains valid also in these cases. Formulation (F ) has O(|V | 2 )-variables and O(|V ||E|)-constraints. Given a valid upper bound U B, each coefficient d( , ) > U B in constraints (OBJ-N) can be downlifted to U B, clearly the constraints remain valid. Moreover, constraints (OBJ-N) are actually a special case of the following set of clique-based constraints.
Observation 1. Let C ⊆ V be a set of vertices forming a clique in G and let L be a set of labels with
are valid for (F ).
Proof. For any labeling, at least one of the x i variables (with x i = 1 in this labeling) in (CLIQUE-N) has a positive coefficient, as there are |C| vertices in the clique, but only |C| − 1 labels. The proof proceeds by a case distinction on the number of positive coefficients of variables with x i = 1 for a given labeling:
1. There is only one variable, say x * i * , with positive coefficient, i.e., all other vertices in the clique are labeled with labels from L. Thus (CLIQUE-N) measure exactly the distance from i * to the "nearest" vertex in the clique, which is a valid upper bound for b.
2. All variables have positive coefficient, i.e., none of the vertices in C gets a label from L. In this case, a similar triangle-inequality-based argument as for (OBJ-N) holds, as for the labels i , i of at least one edge {i, i } involved in the clique C, it must hold that the label ∈ L inducing d( i , L) and d( i , L) must be the same (due to |C| = |L| + 1).
3. More than one, but not all variables have positive coefficient, i.e., between one and |C| − 2 vertices in C gets a label from L. We make an additional case distinction.
(a) First, suppose for one of the variables x i (corresponding to vertex i with label i ) with positive coefficient, distance d( i , L) gets induced by a label of a vertex in C. Thus, the inequality measures at least the distance from vertex i to the "nearest" vertex in the clique similar to case 1 of this proof.
(b) Next, suppose for none of the variables x i with positive coefficient the distance d( i , L) gets induced by a label of a vertex in C. Let C + be the vertices in C with positive coefficient and let C the remaining vertices in C (i.e., the ones with labels in L). Let L be the set of labels after removing from L all the labels of vertices in C , we have that
As by assumption of this subcase, for each vertex i ∈ C + , the coefficient in the inequality gets induced by d( i , L ), we are now in a similar case to case 2 of this proof.
Similar to (OBJ-N), the coefficients in (CLIQUE-N) can be downlifted using U B. Following is another set of valid inequalities.
Observation 2. Let i ∈ V and ∈ L and d ∈ N a given distance. Then inequalities
Proof. The sum of the x-variables in (VERTEX-N) can be at most two, as both the first and second sum can be at most one. It is easy to see that if the sum is zero or one, the inequality is valid, since the right-hand-side (rhs) in these cases is |V | + (|V | − d), resp., |V |. In case the sum of the x-variables is two, the rhs is d and thus the inequality reads b ≤ d, i.e., the maximal antibandwidth of the labeling induced by these x-variables is at most d. As a sum of two for the x-variables implies, that one of the vertex adjacent to i must have label (due to the second sum), and also that vertex i must have a label within distance d of (due to the first sum), this is a correct estimation.
If an upper bound U B is known, |V | in (VERTEX-N) can be downlifted to U B and only d < U B have to be considered.
New formulation (F E ) and an iterative MIP approach
We now present an extended formulation denoted as (F E ). Let binary variable b , ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} be one, if and only if the antibandwidth of a solution is . The ABP can be modeled as
Constraint (OBJ-E) ensures, that only one variable b is one, while constraints (OBJ-E2) make sure that the correct variable b , which is compatible with the solution encoded by the x i -variables is selected: If for an edge x i -variables, which are within distance 1 are one, the constraints ensure that only variables b with < 1 can be set to one. There are O(|V | 2 ) variables and O(|V | 2 |E|) constraints. Given valid upper and lower bounds U B and LB for the problem, one can remove all variables b with > U B and < LB and the associated constraints (OBJ-E2). However, the resulting MIP is still very large. Thus, we do not use formulation (F E ) directly to solve ABP, but instead, use the following related MIP (F E (k)), which is a feasibility problem, which can be derived to answer the question "Does there exist a solution with
The formulation has O(|V | 2 ) variables and O(|V ||E|) constraints. For the given k, the set-packing constraints (OBJ-k) ensure that for every edge {i, i }, in any feasible solution, the endvertices i and i' cannot get labels f i , f i which would result in AB f ≤ k for this edge. Thus, any feasible solution to (F E (k)) gives a labeling f with AB f ≥ k + 1 and also any labeling f with AB f ≥ k + 1 is a feasible solution for this MIP. Hence, if for a given k, (F E (k)) is infeasible, than there is no labeling with AB f ≥ k + 1. Based on (F E (k)), the following simple iterative algorithm to solve ABP can be designed:
is feasible, increase k by one and go back to Step 2 4. output k
In
Step 3, instead of increasing k by just one, the antibandwidth of the labeling induced by the solution of (F E (k)) can be used and k for the next iteration can be set to this antibandwidth plus one. Moreover, if a feasible labeling (e.g., obtained by a heuristic) is available, Step 1 can of course start with the value induced by this labeling and not with one.
Similar to (F ), the constraints (OBJ-k) of the formulation are actually a special case of a more general family of constraints. In a first generalization step, we obtain following set of conflict constraints, for which validity follows from their definition and the fact, that every vertex gets exactly one label.
Observation 3. For an edge {i, i }, let L i and L i be two sets of (potential) labels, such that for any ∈ L i and ∈ L i , we have | − | ≤ k. Then inequalities ∈Li
The inequalities (CONFLICT) can be further generalized as follows using the same conflict-arguments, i.e., if two of the variables would be one, the solution would induce a labeling f with AB f ≤ k.
Observation 4. Let C ⊆ V be a set of vertices forming a clique in G and let L c be sets of labels, one for each c ∈ C, such that for any ∈ L c and ∈ L c for c, c ∈ C, we have | − | ≤ k. Then inequalities c∈C ∈Lc
are valid for (F E (k)).
The formulation (F E (k)) and in particular inequalities (CLIQUE-E) show the strong relation of the ABP to the SSP: In the SSP, any feasible solution is just allowed to take one vertex for each clique in the graph. In the ABP, for a labeling f with AB f ≥ k + 1 to exist, any set of vertices getting labels within a distance of k must be a stable set. Thus, in particular, for each clique in the graph and a set of labels L where all labels in L are within a distance of k, exactly one vertex in the clique can be given a label of set L, which is exactly what (CLIQUE-E) enforces.
Implementation details
In this section, we discuss implementation details of the branch-and-cut algorithm we developed based on (F ) and the iterative algorithm based on (F E (k)) (in which the individual problems (F E (k)) for a fixed k also get solved with a branch-and-cut algorithm). While both formulations are compact (i.e., have a polynomial number of constraints), the number of constraints is still very large, and the constraints also are very dense (i.e., have many non-zero coefficients). Thus, we do not add them all in the beginning, but separate them on-the-fly when they are violated. Moreover, we also separate inequalities (VERTEX-N), (CLIQUE-N)., resp. (CLIQUE-E), details are given in the following. We set the limit for separation-rounds to twenty at the root-node and to one at all the other nodes in the branch-and-cut tree to avoid overloading the LPs with too many inequalities. The coefficients of all inequalities used when solving (F ) are downlifted using the best upper bound obtained by applying Theorem 1 and we also use this upper bound as the termination criterion for the iterative algorithm (i.e., thus we solve the SSP and GCP before starting our algorithms). In both approaches, we initialize the MIP-model with just constraints (VERTICES), (LABELS) and the symmetry breaking discussed below.
Symmetry breaking As the objective function of the problem uses the absolute value, any labeling and its reversed version give the same objective function value. Thus, to break these symmetries, we add constraints such that the vertex with maximum degree in the graph must have a label at most |V |/2 (if there is more than one vertex with maximum degree, we take the one with smallest index). We do this by fixing the corresponding non-allowed x i -variables to zero.
Separation routine for (F ) We do different separation routines depending on whether the current solution(x,d) to the LP-relaxation at the current branch-and-cut node is integral or not. If the solution is integral, we simply check by inspection, if any of the constraints (OBJ-N) is violated, and add any violated constraints. Note that this would already be enough to ensure correctness of the branch-and-cut (CPLEX, the MIP-solver we used, also produces integral solution with its internal heuristics, we also check these solutions in a similar fashion).
Given a fractional solution (x,d), we first try to find violated inequalities (VERTEX-N). This is done by enumeration, and we add at most one violated inequality for each vertex, i.e., when we found a violated inequality for a vertex, we stop enumeration for this vertex and move to the next one.
If the previous procedure does not produce any violated inequalities, we try a heuristic separation of inequalities (CLIQUE-N). We note that compared to separation of clique-type inequalities in other problems such as e.g, the SSP, in our case we also need to find a set of labels to define the inequalities. We thus first compute a pseudoposition p i induced by the current fractionalx for each vertex i by p i = ∈L x i . We then iterate over each edge e = {i, i } ∈ E and greedily try to construct a violated inequality (CLIQUE-N) containing this edge by iteratively adding more vertices, which form a clique. More precisely, for an e = {i, i }, our initial C = {i, i } and to increase C, we take all vertices, which are adjacent to all vertices in C as candidate set C . We then rank each i ∈ C by calculating score i = i∈C |p i − p i |. The vertex with minimal score gets added to C and the procedure gets repeated, until C = ∅, i.e., there exists no vertex to further grow the clique C. With this approach, we try to find cliques C, where the vertices have labels which are near to each other, as such a labeling would induce a small value of b and thus hopefully leads to a violated inequality. To specify an inequality (CLIQUE-N) for a given clique C, we also need a set of |C| − 1 labels. For this, we calculate labelscore = c∈Cx c and take the |C| − 1 labels with the highest score. Whenever a violated inequality is found, we mark all the edges in the corresponding clique, and we do not consider marked edges for the remainder of the separation procedure.
Finally, if also no violated inequalities (CLIQUE-N) were found, we try a partial enumeration to heuristically separate inequalities (OBJ-N): For each edge e = {i, i } ∈ E, we check, if the inequality (OBJ-N) for with maximumx i +x i is violated.
Separation routine for (F E (k)) Inequalities (OBJ-k) separated by enumeration. Once a violated inequality for an edge e = {i, i } ∈ E is found, we try to lift it to a clique inequality (CLIQUE-E) using an iterative heuristic (as set of labels for each vertex in (CLIQUE-E), we consider ∈ [ 2 , 2 + k] , where 2 is the label defining the violated inequality (OBJ-k)). We initialize C with {i, i }, and consider as candidate vertices C for lifting all vertices adjacent to C. For each of these vertices i ∈ C we calculate a score 2≤ ≤ 2+kx i + · δ(i), where = 0.0001. The vertex with the biggest score is added to C, and the process is repeated, until there is no more vertex available to increase C. Similar to the separation of clique inequalities (CLIQUE-N), once an edge occurs in an added inequality, it is not considered anymore in the remainder of the separation procedure.
Branching During the branch-and-cut, the branch-and-cut trees can become very unbalanced, as branching on an x i -variable fixes a vertex to a label in one branch, and forbids this label for this vertex in the other branch, while all other (not previously fixed) labels are still possible for this vertex. We thus implemented our own branching strategy. Given the solution (x) of an LP-relaxation at a node, we consider all vertices i, where the subvector (x i ) has fractional entries as branching candidates. Among these vertices, we take the one with the highest degree to branch on. If there is more than one candidate, we take the one with the largest number of fractional entries in the subvector (x i ), if there are still ties we break them arbitrarily, i.e., we take the vertex with the smallest index. Regarding the branching itself, we do not branch on a single label, but branch on < x i for a given label . In one branch, this sum must be zero, and in the other branch, this sum must be one. The label is determined as the largest withx i > 0.
Starting heuristics and primal heuristic We implemented two starting heuristics to create an initial starting solution, and also a primal heuristic which is called during the branch-and-cut and guided by the value of the LP-solution at the current branch-and-cut node. All three heuristics consecutively iterate over the labels in an increasing way, starting at label 1, and give each label to an yet unlabeled vertex, which is then removed for consideration for the remaining labels (i.e., there is no label-reassignment during the heuristics).
The first starting heuristic is in similar spirit to construction heuristics used in e.g., Bansal and Srivastava (2011); Duarte et al (2011); Lozano et al (2012) . Given a vertex i * ∈ V , we construct a breadth-first-search (bfs) tree T i * starting from i * . This tree has layers T i * (k), k ≥ 0, where layer T i * (k) contains all vertices i with k − 1 vertices on the path between it and i * in the tree (e.g., T i * (1) contains all vertices adjacent to i * ), and we define T i * (0) = i * . Note that by construction of a bfs-tree, adjacent vertices in G are either on the same layer or in two consecutive layers k, k + 1. Naturally, to get a large antibandwidth, we do not want to give adjacent vertices labels which are close to each other. Thus, we give label one to vertex i * and then repeatedly iterate through the even and odd layers of T i * to assign the remaining labels to vertices. By switching between even and odd layers, we try to avoid giving close labels to vertices which are adjacent and in consecutive layers in the tree. However, vertices on the same layer may also be adjacent in G. Thus, whenever a vertex i gets assigned a label, we mark all vertices adjacent to i and we do not consider marked vertices for assigning labels in the current iteration. The order in which we consider the vertices within a layer for assigning labels is induced by the following three criteria: i) resulting antibandwidth for this vertex if the vertex gets assigned the currently considered label (all unlabeled vertices are defined to have label |V | − 1 for this calculation), ii) degree of the vertex in the graph consisting of the yet unlabeled vertices, iii) maximum degree of an adjacent vertex in the graph consisting of the yet unlabeled vertices. The vertices in a layer are ordered in descending order according to i), ties are first broken by descending order according to ii), if there still remain ties, they are broken by descending order according to iii), the remaining ties are broken arbitrarily, i.e., the vertex with the smallest index is taken.
In the second heuristic, we keep a bound B H , which we initialize with the best U B according to Theorem 1 We start by assigning some given vertex i * the label one, and the continue assigning the remaining labels. For assigning the currently considered label, we consider all the unlabeled vertices, where assigning the current label would result in an antibandwidth of the vertex with value at least B H (similar to i) above, unlabeled vertices are defined to have label |V | − 1 for this calculation). If there is more than one vertex fulfilling this condition, we use criteria ii) and then iii) for tie-breaking. If there is no vertex fulfilling the condition, we decrease U B H until there is again at least one vertex fulfilling the condition. We run both starting heuristics with all vertices i ∈ V as i * .
The primal heuristic also uses a bound B H , which get initialized to the value of the current incumbent solution plus one. We again start the labeling with assigning label one, and then proceed to the next label. For assigning any label (including label one), we sort all the unlabeled vertices i in descending order according to (x i + ) · δ(i), where = 0.0001. We iterate through this ordered list of vertices and assign to the first vertex, which fulfills the condition that assigning to it would result in an antibandwidth of the vertex with value at least B H . If there is no vertex fulfilling this condition, we decrease B H until there is at least one vertex fulfilling it.
Given a solution f H obtained by any of the heuristics, we try to improve it with an iterative local search procedure. For the solution f H , we calculate the set of edges minE, which are all the edges with |f H (i) − f H (i )| = AB f H , i.e., the edges with the minimum bandwidth. We then iterate trough all the edges e{i, i } ∈ minE and try to improve the bandwidth, by switching the labels f H (i) or f H (i ) with labels of vertices i = i, i . For each edge, we apply the switch resulting in the largest bandwidth considering both vertices involved in the switch. We update minE and repeat this procedure until no more improvement of the bandwidth is possible.
A constraint programming formulation
The ABP can also be straightforwardly modeled as constraint programming (CP) problem (see, e.g., Rossi et al (2006) for more on CP) using the abs and alldif f erent-constraints.
Similar to the MIP-approaches, we also add a symmetry breaking constraint restricting the label of the vertex with maximum degree to be at most |V |/2 when solving the problem as CP.
Computational results
The branch-and-cut framework and the iterative MIP algorithm, as as well as the MIPs for the SSP and GCP were implemented in C++ using CPLEX 12.9 as MIP solver. To solve the CP formulation, we use the CP optimizer of CPLEX. The runs were carried out on an Intel Xeon E5 v4 CPU with 2.5 GHz and 6GB memory using a single thread, with timelimit for a run set to 1800 seconds. As timelimit of the MIPs for solving the SSP and GCP we set 10 seconds. Note that the calculations for the upper bounds based on SSP and GCP are still valid when α(G) is replaced with an upper bound, and χ(G) is replaced with a lower bound, both are available even if the corresponding MIP is not solved to optimality within the given timelimit. All CPLEX parameters were left at their default values, except the choice of the simplex algorithm used within the branch-and-cut. As default, CPLEX would use the dual simplex (which allows for faster re-solving after adding constraints), however, as our constraints are very dense, and also the number of variables is much larger as the number of (added) constraints, using the primal simplex turned out to be more efficient in preliminary computations (see e.g., Klotz and Newman (2013a,b) for a discussion on the choice of LP-algorithm).
Instances
In our computational study, we focused on the HarwellBoeing instances, which are the main instances used in performance tests for the ABP. These instances are based on the Harwell-Boeing Sparse Matrix Collection, which is a "is a set of standard test matrices arising from problems in linear systems, least squares, and eigenvalue calculations from a wide variety of scientific and engineering disciplines", see https://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/collections/hb.html. The instances are available at and are available at https://www.researchgate.net/publication/272022702_Harwell-Boeing_graphs_ for_the_CB_problem and have also been used for testing algorithms for other labeling problem, see, e.g., Rodriguez-Tello et al (2015) ; Sinnl (2019) . The set contains instances with up to 715 vertices and 2975 edges, details of the number of vertices and edges of the individual graphs are given in Table 1 in columns |V | and |E|. The instances with up to including 118 vertices are denoted as small, the remaining ones as large, both groups contain twelve instances. We observe that also other instances have been used in testing, e.g., paths, grids or Hamming graphs in Lozano et al (2012) , however, for these specific graphs, optimal solution values are known due to theoretical results.
Results
First, we are interested in the strength of the LP-relaxation of the new model (F ) compared to the previous model (F lit ) In Figure 2 , we give the LP-gaps. The gaps are calculated as 100 · (U B LP − z * )/z * , where U B LP is the value of the respective LP-relaxation, and z * is the value of the best known feasible solution for the instance. For the best solution value, we take the results from Table 6 in Lozano et al (2012) , which gives a comparison of the state-of-the-art heuristics from Bansal and Srivastava (2011); Duarte et al (2011); Lozano et al (2012) , and also the solution values our algorithms obtained (these results are discussed later in this section in detail). For these runs, we directly solve the LP-relaxation of the compact model (F ) (and (F lit ), which we also implemented) without any lifting of coefficients or valid inequalities. We made runs only for the small instances, as for larger ones, solving the compact LPs becomes computationally burdensome. Figure 2 shows that the new model brings a big improvement in the value of the LP-gaps. The gaps of (F ) are smaller for all instances, the largest gap for (F lit ) is over 600%, while the largest gap for (F ) is under 300%. In general, the gaps of (F ) seem about 100-200% smaller, and more than half of the gaps of (F ) are under 100%.
Next, we come to our main results, which are contained in Table 1 . In this table, we report for each instance • the number of vertices (column |V |)
• the number of edges (column |E|)
• the upper bounds calculated using Theorem 1 (columns T 1.1, T 1.2, T 1.3, T 1.4) , including the time needed for solving the SSP and GCP for calculating α(G) and χ(G) (columns t α(G) and t χ(G) )
• the upper bound U B D reported in Duarte et al (2011) for the MIP (F lit ). For these runs, the authors of Duarte et al (2011) used CPLEX 12. 3 with a timelimit of 24 hours; note that for a fairer comparison, we have also re-implemented (F lit ) and run it with CPLEX 12.9 and a timelimit of 1800 seconds, and give detailed results for our runs, see below
• the best solution value from literature (column z L , taken from Duarte et al (2011) . Note that Table 6 of Lozano et al (2012) does not consider the latter upper bound, and the percentage deviation they report is calculated as 100 · (U B − z)/U B for their upper bounds and solution value
• the upper bound U B, best solution value z * and runtime obtained by our approaches (F ), CP , as well as by our re-implementation of (F lit ) using CPLEX 12.9. For (F e (k)), we report just the best solution value and the runtime, as this algorithm gives no upper bound, except when it manages to prove optimality (which is indicated by a runtime smaller than the timelimit in the table).
• the best optimality gap g * obtained after taking into account our new results. The gap is calculated as 100 · (U B B − z B )/z B , where U B B and z B are the best available upper bounds, resp., best solution values taking into account our results, and also the best solution values previously reported in literature (i.e., as given in column z L ). Several interesting results can be seen in Table 1 . The best known solution values from literature are already quite good, however, for seven instances, we were able to find better values. Five of these improvements were achieved by approach CP, and three by (F e (k)) (for one instance, both managed it). This is a strong contrast to the statement "On the contrary, the [. . . ] HarwellBoeing instances are actually a challenge for modern heuristic methods" in Lozano et al (2012) . Our results reveal, that the large gaps were mostly caused by bad upper bounds. Indeed, for none of the instances, bounds T 1.1 or T 1.2 (as used in Lozano et al (2012) to assess the quality of the best obtained solution values) are among the best bounds, they are often very far away. Also, the U B D of the MIP (F lit ) as reported in Duarte et al (2011) is similar to the best known upper bound after our current study for only six instances. Amongst the bounds provided by Theorem 1, the bound based on the chromatic number χ(G) seems to be the strongest, for twelve instances, it provides the (sometimes jointly) best upper bounds. For six instances, the provided upper bound is actually the same as the best solution value, which proves optimality. The associated NP-hard GCP can be solved within the given timelimit of ten seconds for all but three instances.
Using our approaches, the optimal solution value is now known for eleven instances (nine out of the twelve small instances, and for two out of twelve large instances), compared to three instances before. The optimality gaps are improved for further eleven instances, the only (previously unsolved) instances, where we were not able to achieve any improvement are sherman4 and nos6 (for which the gaps are already quite small with 4.2% and 2.4 %). The largest optimality gap is now 46.3% (for instance can445), compared to 577.4% before (for instance bcsstk07).
Regarding effectiveness of our approaches, both (F k (e)) and CP work much better than (F ). Surprisingly, although (F ) has better LP-gaps compared to (F lit ), it actually gives worse performance in solving the problem compared to our re-implementation of (F lit ). This could be caused by the fact that (F lit ) is sparser than (F ), so LP-solving is faster and more nodes can be enumerated. We can also note that this re-implementation is more effective within our timelimit of 1800 seconds, compared to the runs made in Duarte et al (2011) with a timelimit of 24 hours. This is likely caused by the improvements in CPLEX from version 12.3 to 12.9, and also be the better computer we used in our runs. The approach (F k (e)) manages to prove optimality for ten instances within the timelimit, while CP manages to do so for eight instances, our re-implementation of (F lit ) for four, and (F ) for three.
Conclusions
In this note, we considered the antibandwidth problem (ABP) and provided improved upper and lower bounds for standard benchmark instances from literature, for which the optimality gaps were up to 577%. We presented new MIP-formulations for the model, and designed a branch-and-cut algorithm and an iterative solution algorithm based on them. We also developed a constraint programming approach and calculated bounds using the NP-hard stable set problem and graph coloring problem. In a computational study, we showed that the developed approaches allow to find the proven optimal solution for eight instances from literature (out of a commonly used set of 24 benchmark instances for this problem), where the optimal solution was unknown and also provide reduced gaps for eleven additional instances, including improved solution values for seven instances. The largest gap is now 46%.
There are several avenues for further work: Trying to improve the MIP-approaches is a possibility, however, for larger-scale instances, the size of MIP-models seems to become prohibitive for solving the problem. But exploring the MIP-approaches further, especially the connection to the stable set problem could maybe be interesting with respect to theoretical results, e.g., finding complete descriptions for certain graph classes. Moreover, as there is also some connection of the ABP to the graph coloring problem, trying to develop column generation/branch-and-price approaches could be a worthwhile topic, as for graph coloring problems, such approaches usually work quite well. Aside from using a MIP-based approach directly to solve the problem, a combinatorial branch-and-bound algorithm could be an interesting idea. Such approaches, which typically work with partial labelings and use problem-specific, graph-theoretic bounds for the problem at hand often are often quite effective for graph labeling problems (Caprara and Salazar-González, 2005; Martí et al, 2010 Martí et al, , 2013 . In case of the ABP, even solving NP-hard problems within the branch-and-bound to provide bounds could be a viable option, since our computational study showed, that the stable set problem and graph coloring problem can be solved very quickly for the standard benchmark instances of the ABP.
